Oregon Networking Research Group

Directors: Prof. Reza Rejaie
Prof. Ram Durairajan

- **Research Highlights**
  - Papers in top-notch networking venues (e.g., SIGCOMM, IMC, CoNEXT, Infocom, and HotNets)
  - Research in Press (e.g., NYTimes, MIT Tech. Review, Popular Science, Boston Globe, Mashable)
  - Funding from NSF, NIH, DELL, Thompson and CISCO
  - Collaboration opportunities with networking experts
  - Energetic graduate and undergraduate students

- **Funding and Support**
  - Fully funded PhD program
  - Support for scholarships and fellowships

- **Career Development**
  - Full-time jobs at industry and research labs (e.g., Akamai, Google)
  - Support for academic positions
  - Training for communication, presentation and writing skills

- **Work-life Balance**
  - Social activities and outings

onrg.cs.uoregon.edu